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Timeless Thomas: How Thomas Edison Changed Our Lives
A riveting picture book biography of Betty Skelton, aviation and auto racing pioneer,
from award-winning author/illustrator Megan McCarthy. Includes audio! In the 1930s
most girls were happy playing with dolls. But one girl, Betty Skelton, liked playing with
airplanes, watching them fly around outside, and even flying airplanes herself! She lived
for an adventure—in the air, the water, and on land—and nothing could stop her,
especially not being a girl. When Betty Skelton was young there weren’t many women
flying airplanes or racing cars, but she wouldn’t let that stop her. She was always ready
to take on a challenge, and she loved to have fun. Beetty rode motorcycles, raced cars,
jumped out of planes, and flew jets, helicoptors, gliders, and blimps. And by the time she
was an adult, Betty was known in the press as the “First Lady of Firsts!” This vibrantly
illustrated picture book biography with audio reveals the exciting life of a brave pioneer
who followed her dreams and showed the world that women can do anything!
Relates the evolution of the family of mankind, from single cells in the sea to human
beings with "big brains that wonder who we are."
With her sketchbook labeled My Inventions and her father's toolbox, Mattie could make
almost anything – toys, sleds, and a foot warmer. When she was just twelve years old,
Mattie designed a metal guard to prevent shuttles from shooting off textile looms and
injuring workers. As an adult, Mattie invented the machine that makes the square-bottom
paper bags we still use today. However, in court, a man claimed the invention was his,
stating that she "could not possibly understand the mechanical complexities." Marvelous
Mattie proved him wrong, and over the course of her life earned the title of "the Lady
Edison." With charming pen-and-ink and watercolor illustrations, this introduction to
one of the most prolific female inventors will leave readers inspired. Marvelous Mattie is
a 2007 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
How did Thomas Edison grow up to be America's greatest inventor? Michael Dooling
explores the beginnings of Edison's genius as a young scientist to the man everyone
called "The Wizard."
Can you imagine how different life would be without the printing press? It's unlikely
you'd ever have held a book. And your clothes would look very different without the
invention of spinning and sewing machines. Without boats, trains, and planes, even our
diets would be changed. Read about the fascinating creators of these inventions and the
struggles they faced. Some got rich, some fought for every penny, but they all changed the
way we live our lives today. Inventors profiled in this collection include James Watt (the
steam engine), Elias Howe (the sewing machine), Cyrus McCormick (the reaper), John
Gutenberg (the printing press), Alexander Graham Bell (the telephone) as well as many
more. This reprinting is complete and unabridged featuring all the original illustrations
and reformatted text for easier reading.
Electric Light and the Invention of Modern America
Ballet for Martha
The Daring Life of Betty Skelton (with audio recording)
Great Inventors and Their Inventions
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An Evolution Story
Bright Dreams
An introduction to the pioneering ideas of a leading contributor
to modern electrical engineering includes coverage of such
topics as his rivalry with Thomas Edison, his innovations in the
field of alternating current and his history-changing role in
the development of such inventions as remote controls,
fluorescent lights and cell phones.
Thirteen-year-old Susy Clemens wants the world to know that her
papa, Mark Twain, is more than just a humorist and sets out to
write a comprehensive biography of the American icon. By the
creators of the Sibert Award Honor Book What To Do About Alice?
"Engaging text and fun illustrations tell the story of Thomas
Edison's childhood"-A sweeping history of the electric light revolution and the
birth of modern America The late nineteenth century was a period
of explosive technological creativity, but more than any other
invention, Thomas Edison’s incandescent light bulb marked the
arrival of modernity, transforming its inventor into a mythic
figure and avatar of an era. In The Age of Edison, award-winning
author and historian Ernest Freeberg weaves a narrative that
reaches from Coney Island and Broadway to the tiniest towns of
rural America, tracing the progress of electric light through
the reactions of everyone who saw it and capturing the wonder
Edison’s invention inspired. It is a quintessentially American
story of ingenuity, ambition, and possibility in which the
greater forces of progress and change are made by one of our
most humble and ubiquitous objects.
Playing a variety of musical instruments, an all-animal touring
concert group introduces words that are spelled the same but
have different sounds and different meanings, such as tear (to
cry) and tear (to rip), in the companion title to Dear Deer: A
Book of Homophones.
Incredible Inventions
The Bat Can Bat: A Book of True Homonyms
Wonderscape
How Margaret E. Knight Became an Inventor
The Incredible Boyhood and Amazing Inventions of Thomas Edison
Waterstones Children's Book of the Month for June 2020! Toppsta Children's Book of
the Month for June 2020! Gaming and time travel collide in this exhilarating middlegrade adventure, from bestselling author Jennifer Bell. THE GAME IS ON. TRAVEL
WITH WONDER. When Arthur, Ren and Cecily investigate a mysterious explosion on
their way to school, they find themselves trapped aboard The Principia - a scientific
research ship sailing through hazardous waters, captained by one Isaac Newton. Lost
in the year 2473 in the Wonderscape, an epic in-reality adventure game, they must
call on the help of some unlikely historical heroes, to play their way home before time
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runs out. Jumanji meets Ready Player One in this fast-paced adventure featuring
incredible real-life heroes, from the internationally bestselling author of The
Uncommoners series. "A whirlwind of fun and mystery across space and time."
Thomas Taylor, author of Malamander "Eight-plus readers with a taste for adventure
and science will immerse themselves in the Uncommoners author Jennifer Bell's
exciting new Wonderscape" - 'Books of the Month', Guardian "A breakneck sci-fi romp
that's perfect for gamers, puzzle fiends and fact-fans." Ross Montgomery, author of
Alex, the Dog and the Unopenable Door "With the mind-expanding wonder of A
Wrinkle in Time, the tech-wizardry of Ready Player One, and a generous sprinkling of
Jennifer Bell's unique magic, Wonderscape is unmissable." Sinéad O'Hart, author of
The Eye of the North "Wonderscape is an expertly crafted, breakneck speed
adventure." BookTrust "Bell puts a clever and highly inventive spin on the middlegrade fantasy adventure." The Bookseller "A fun-filled, character-driven, fast-paced,
vibrant story ... together with its thought-provoking, science-embracing and heroreferencing narrative, it will almost certainly win both hearts and minds." 'Children's
Book of the Week', Press Association
Gain new insight into the life of quintessential American inventor Thomas Alva Edison
with this comprehensive biography. Delving deeply into the personal and
professional life of "The Wizard of Menlo Park," author Frank Lewis Dyer offers a
fascinating glimpse into Edison's extraordinary mind and remarkable ambition.
Playing a variety of musical instruments, animals on a concert tour introduce words
that are spelled the same but sound different and have different meanings, such as
tear (to cry) and tear (to rip).
A wizard from the start, Thomas Edison had a thirst for knowledge, taste for mischief,
and hunger for discovery̶but his success was made possible by his boundless
energy. At age fourteen he coined his personal motto: The More to do, the more to
be done, and then went out and did: picking up skills and knowledge at every turn.
When learning about things that existed wasn't enough, he dreamed up new
inventions to improve the world. From humble beginnings as a farmer s son, selling
newspapers on trains and reading through public libraries shelf by shelf, Tom began
his inventing career as a boy and became a legend as a man.
Clickety-clack. Clickety-clack. Choo, choo! Race down the tracks with this colorful
board book all about trains. In this fun nonfiction board book, Gail Gibbons
introduces the youngest readers to all kinds of trains. Featuring powerful
locomotives, huge tanker cars, and boxcars full of cargo-- and many other types of
trains-- this is a kid-friendly way to learn the ins and outs of trains, their parts, and
why we ride them. Don't miss Gail Gibbons' other exciting board book transportation
titles, including Bicycles, Planes, and Trucks! Acclaimed nonfiction author Gail
Gibbons "has taught more preschoolers and early readers about the world than any
other children's writer-illustrator" according to The Washington Post. These
accessible, kid-friendly introductions to the world around us are now available in
board-book form, simplified and formatted for the youngest readers and designed to
spark their curiosity.
How Nikola Tesla Lit Up the World
His Life and Ideas, 21 Activities
Zoola Palooza
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The Story of Thomas Alva Edison
Fame, Shame, and what the Neighbors Thought
The Intelligence Trap
A picture book about the making of Martha Graham's Appalachian
Spring, her most famous dance performance Martha Graham :
trailblazing choreographer Aaron Copland : distinguished
American composer Isamu Noguchi : artist, sculptor, craftsman
Award-winning authors Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan tell the
story behind the scenes of the collaboration that created
APPALACHIAN SPRING, from its inception through the score's
composition to Martha's intense rehearsal process. The authors'
collaborator is two-time Sibert Honor winner Brian Floca, whose
vivid watercolors bring both the process and the performance to
life.
Young readers can sing along with this camp song and watch the
runaway meatball wreak all kinds of havoc as it rolls off a
plate and eventually grows into a tree. On board pages.
A look at the life of the amazing inventor and scientist.
An introduction to the genius with a curious mind who loved to
experiment and who invented the phonograph, light bulb, movie
camera, and numerous other items.
President Abraham Lincoln grew up in a one-room log cabin.
President John F. Kennedy was raised in the lap of luxury. One
was a Republican and one a Democrat. They lived and served a
hundred years apart. Yet they had a number of things in common.
Some were coincidental: having seven letters in their last
names. Some were monumental: Lincoln's support for the
abolitionist movement and Kennedy's support for the civil rights
movement. They both lost a son while in office. And, of course,
both were assassinated. In this illuminating book, Gene Barretta
offers an insightful portrait of two of our country's most
famous presidents.
A Picture Book of Thomas Alva Edison
His Life and Inventions
Time For Kids: Thomas Edison
The Extraordinary Mark Twain (according to Susy)
Neo Leo
The Modern Inventions of Benjamin Franklin

Provides an introduction of Thomas Edison, one of the
world's greatest inventors. This book helps inspire kids to
be inventors and scientists. Children try Edison's
experiments themselves with activities such as making a
puppet dance using static electricity, manufacturing a
switch for electric current, constructing a telegraph
machine, and more.
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The inventions and inspiration of Benjamin Franklin and how
they've stood the test of time What would you do if you
lived in a community without a library, hospital, post
office, or fire department? If you were Benjamin Franklin,
you'd set up these organizations yourself. Franklin also
designed the lightning rod, suggested the idea of daylight
savings time, and invented bifocals-all inspired by his
common sense and intelligence. In this informative book,
Gene Barretta brings Benjamin Franklin's genius to life,
deepening our appreciation for one of the most influential
figures in American history. Now & Ben is a 2007 Bank Street
- Best Children's Book of the Year.
A great folk hero in American history, Edison is viewed by
the public as a facile inventor, the electrical wizard and
the perfect symbol of the self-made and practical creator.
But he was also a paradoxical figure: deaf, impoverished and
with no formal education as a youngster, Edison nevertheless
became a fertile and versatile inventor, accumulated
fortunes for himself and others but remained indifferent to
wealth except as a means towards more inventions. Edison’s
key contributions include the carbon microphone, the
electric light bulb, electricity distribution systems, the
phonograph and the motion-picture camera. Edison’s methods
were also remarkable: halfway between the craftsman-tinkerer
of the early 19th century and the scientist of today, he
established and ran pioneering research laboratories with
large staffs, yet lacked training in mathematics or the
basic sciences. Matthew Josephson’s Edison: A Biography won
the Society of American Historians’Francis Parkman Prize in
1960. “This is an outstanding biography... [Josephson]
establishes the developing relationship between finance and
invention which constitutes the basis for Edison’s
success... [He] has mastered the substance of Edison’s
inventive activity and has written of it quite
authoritatively and vividly.” — Thomas P. Hughes, Technology
and Culture “... It is clear that there is reason to welcome
yet another book about a man of whom so much has been
written. It must have been precisely because so much in the
Edison record is myth, fostered by adulators and by Edison
himself that Mr. Josephson turned his skillful, corrective
hand to a saga that may have seemed more familiar than it
actually is. From his well-presented, well-written findings
emerges a giant without whom much of life as we live it
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would simply not exist. It is a first-rate job that needed
doing.” — John K. Hutchens, New York Herald Tribune “A wellresearched account of the life of one of America’s authentic
folk heroes--Thomas Alva Edison--an original creator with a
genius for strategic invention... Thoroughly absorbing, this
significant volume is a competent contribution to the
history of American science, and gives not only a sharply
drawn picture of this self-educated giant of invention, but
also of the beginnings of the telegraph, electrical, record,
motion picture and automobile industries, as well as the
sociological changes that were wrought by Edison’s practical
discoveries.” — Kirkus Review “A biography that is
dignified, detailed, and objective, sprinkled with moments
of humor, pathos, and drama... One of the chief virtues of
this book is the care taken by the author to build up a
realistic picture of Edison the man.” — F. Garvin
Davenport,The American Historical Review
2019 Batchelder Honor Award 2019 ALA Notable Children's Book
Award-winning illustrator Torben Kuhlmann’s stunning new
book transports readers to new depths where imagination
lights the way! A long time ago, one mouse learned to fly,
another landed on the moon...what will happen in the next
Mouse adventure? From the creator of Lindbergh—The Tale of a
Flying Mouse and Armstrong, comes Edison—The Mystery of the
Missing Mouse Treasure. When two unlikely friends build a
vessel capable of taking them to the bottom of the ocean
find a missing treasure—the truth turns out to be far more
amazing.
Examines how technology has transformed the study of
genetics and how researchers are using computers to analyze
genes and genomes in human health, disease, and development.
Discusses how this research is being used to develop cures
for some diseases and to learn how to prevent them.
Daredevil
Lives of the Presidents
The Brilliant Inventions of Nikola Tesla
The Bass Plays the Bass and Other Homographs
Electrical Wizard
Getting the Big Picture
A picture book about homonyms starring a silly cast of animal athletes.
What is a homonym? It's a word that has different meanings but is always
spelled the same. This informative book, set at a sporting event, includes a
BAT who can BAT! A karate-chopping bulldog who is tough enough to
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BREAK five boards without taking a BREAK, and a STEER who tried to
STEER his skateboard, but accidentally fell into a well—and that’s just for
starters. The clever wordplay from Gene Barretta introduces children to the
richness of language through homonyms. Christy Ottaviano Books
Young Nikola Tesla got a shock when he rubbed his cat's fur. That small
spark lit his imagination forever. Covering his early years to his eventual
success in the world of electricity, Bright Dreams showcases Tesla's
incredible journey of discovery and perseverance. Author-illustrator Tracy
Dockray conveys Tesla's busy and imaginative world with collage-style
artwork and informative sidebars.
A latest entry in the series that includes Neo Leo and Now & Ben shares a
portrait of the inventor famed for such innovations as the incandescent
lightbulb, batteries and movie cameras, exploring his life-changing
achievements and perseverance in the face of numerous failures.
An introduction to Leonardo da Vinci's genius focusing on his famous
notebook sketches and the modern inventions they predicted. In 1781,
Thomas Paine came up with a model for a single-span bridge; in 1887,
Adolf Eugen Fick made the first pair of contact lenses; and in 1907, Paul
Cornu built the first helicopter. But Leonardo da Vinci thought of all these
ideas more than five hundred years ago! At once an artist, inventor,
engineer, and scientist, da Vinci wrote and drew detailed descriptions of
what would later become hang gliders, automobiles, robots, and much
more. In Neo Geo, Gene Barretta cleverly shows how Leonardo's
ideas—many inspired by his love of nature—foreshadowed modern
inventions, offering a window into the future.
Shares a portrait of the inventor famed for such innovations as the
incandescent lightbulb, batteries, and movie cameras, exploring his lifechanging achievements and perseverance in the face of numerous failures.
Timeless: Diego and the Rangers of the Vastlantic
The Obstacle Is the Way
The Mystery of the Missing Mouse Treasure
Trains
Edison: A Biography
Who Was Thomas Alva Edison?
Inventions can be big, like roller coasters, or small, like crayons. And inventors
can be scientists or athletes or even boys and girls! It's hard to imagine life without
Popsicles, basketball, or Band-Aids, but they all started with just one person and
a little imagination. With sixteen original poems selected by Lee Bennett Hopkins
and Julia Sarcone-Roach's imaginative artwork, Incredible Inventions celebrates
creativity that comes in all shapes and sizes. What will you invent today?
#1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller The Obstacle is the Way has become a cult
classic, beloved by men and women around the world who apply its wisdom to
become more successful at whatever they do. Its many fans include a former
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governor and movie star (Arnold Schwarzenegger), a hip hop icon (LL Cool J), an
Irish tennis pro (James McGee), an NBC sportscaster (Michele Tafoya), and the
coaches and players of winning teams like the New England Patriots, Seattle
Seahawks, Chicago Cubs, and University of Texas men’s basketball team. The
book draws its inspiration from stoicism, the ancient Greek philosophy of enduring
pain or adversity with perseverance and resilience. Stoics focus on the things they
can control, let go of everything else, and turn every new obstacle into an
opportunity to get better, stronger, tougher. As Marcus Aurelius put it nearly 2000
years ago: “The impediment to action advances action. What stands in the way
becomes the way.” Ryan Holiday shows us how some of the most successful
people in history—from John D. Rockefeller to Amelia Earhart to Ulysses S. Grant
to Steve Jobs—have applied stoicism to overcome difficult or even impossible
situations. Their embrace of these principles ultimately mattered more than their
natural intelligence, talents, or luck. If you’re feeling frustrated, demoralized, or
stuck in a rut, this book can help you turn your problems into your biggest
advantages. And along the way it will inspire you with dozens of true stories of the
greats from every age and era.
What do record players, batteries, and movie cameras have in common? All these
devices were created by the man known as The Wizard of Menlo Park: Thomas
Edison. Edison is most famous for inventing the incandescent lightbulb, but at his
landmark laboratories in Menlo Park & West Orange, New Jersey, he also
developed many other staples of modern technology. Despite many failures,
Edison persevered. And good for that, because it would be very difficult to go
through a day without using one of his life-changing inventions. In this enlightening
book, Gene Barretta enters the laboratories of one of America's most important
inventors.
Even after 100 years, this is a captivating fable - witty and biting - of a Thomas
Edison-like inventor who creates the radiant and tragic android Hadaly, and the
lovelorn aristocrat who falls for the manmade perfect woman who is conveniently
adjustable so he may make her at his will to his taste and social needs.
For fans of Rick Riordan and Brian Selznick, author-artist Armand Baltazar
introduces Timeless: Diego and the Rangers of the Vastlantic, the first in a new
science fiction/fantasy series that explores a world painted new by the Time
Collision. Integrating art and text, this epic and cinematic adventure features more
than 150 full-color illustrations. You’ve never seen Earth like this before:
continents reshaped, oceans re-formed, cities rebuilt, and mountains sculpted
anew. Dinosaurs roam the plains alongside herds of buffalo, and giant robots
navigate the same waters as steam-powered ships. This is the world Diego
Ribera was born into. The past, present, and future coexisting together. In New
Chicago, Diego’s middle school hallways buzz with kids from all eras of history
and from cultures all over the world. The pieces do not always fit together neatly,
but this is the world he loves. There are those, however, who do not share his
affection. On his thirteenth birthday, Diego learns of a special gift he has within, a
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secret that is part of something much bigger—something he cannot understand.
When his father, New Chicago’s top engineer, is taken by the Aeternum, Diego
must rescue him and prevent this evil group from disrupting the fragile peace
humanity has forged.
A Book of Homographs
Tomorrow's Eve
Our Family Tree
On Top of Spaghetti
Young Thomas Edison
A Pair to Compare
One day in 1882, Thomas Edison flipped a switch that lit up
lower Manhattan with incandescent light and changed the way
people live ever after. The electric light bulb was only one
of thousands of Edison’s inventions, which include the
phonograph and the kinetoscope, an early precursor to the
movie camera. As a boy, observing a robin catch a worm and
then take flight, he fed a playmate a mixture of worms and
water to see if she could fly! Here’s an accessible,
appealing biography with 100 black-and-white illustrations.
Timeless ThomasHow Thomas Edison Changed Our LivesHenry Holt
and Company (BYR)
Edison's unusual life and valuable contributions to
technology are surveyed in this rags-to-riches story of the
great inventor
How was a brilliant physics professor tricked into carrying
2kg of cocaine across the Argentinian border? Why do doctors
misdiagnose 10 to 15% of their patients? Why do Nobel Prize
winners spread fake news? We assume that smarter people are
less prone to error. But greater education and expertise can
often amplify our mistakes while rendering us blind to our
biases. This is the 'intelligence trap'. Drawing on the
latest behavioural science and historical examples from
Socrates to Benjamin Franklin, David Robson demonstrates how
to apply our intelligence more wisely; identify bias and
enhance our 'rationality quotient'; read and regulate our
emotions; fine-tune our intuition; navigate ambiguity and
uncertainty; and think more flexibly about seemingly
intractable problems. The twenty-first century presents us
with complex problems that demand a wiser way of thinking.
Whether you are a NASA scientist or a school student, The
Intelligence Trap offers a new cognitive toolkit to realise
your full potential.
Focuses on the lives of presidents as parents, husbands, petPage 9/10
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owners, and neighbors while also including humorous
anecdotes about hairstyles, attitudes, diets, fears, and
sleep patterns.
The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph
Now & Ben
Timeless Thomas
Bioinformatics, Genomics, and Proteomics
Marvelous Mattie
The Ageless Ideas of Leonardo da Vinci
Each book in this series traces the life of a famous scientist or inventor, from their
childhood and education through their sources of inspiration and challenges faced,
early successes, and the discoveries or inventions for which they are best known. A
timeline at the end of each book summarizes key milestones and achievements of each
scientist.
A Brilliant Inventor
Lincoln and Kennedy
How Thomas Edison Changed Our Lives
A Wizard from the Start
Thomas Edison
Edison
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